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Figure 1. A comparison of a subtitle with and without skimming (video source[2]). (above) Normal subtitling. (below) Our proposed method that only
displays selected words from the script, synchronized with the audio, letting ESL students concentrate on listening, rather than reading subtitles.

ABSTRACT
Flash Word is a subtitling system designed for ESL students
to maximize their listening comprehension skills. The system
generates shortened interlingual subtitles for English audio
by detecting important words from the script. Flash Word
aims to enhance listening comprehension of ESL students
by presenting only important words as a visual cue instead of
showing the whole script, so the students can more concentrate
on listening instead of reading subtitles. In this paper, we
describe the system architecture of the proposed system and
discuss its future directions.
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INTRODUCTION
The English language is spoken globally today and there is a
growing need for effective ways to study English as a second
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language. In learning English as a second language (ESL),
listening comprehension skill is crucial among others. One
of the methods that are proved to improve listening compre-
hension is to listen to English audio with English subtitles [1].
However, the speed of reading subtitles differs from individual
to individual, and ESL students are assumed to be slower in
reading English than native speakers. Though professional
subtitle writers often omit unnecessary words from original
scripts to shorten subtitles[3], ESL students are still likely not
to be able to finish the English subtitle of the audio they listen
to. Thus, there is a possibility where a student pay too much
attentions to subtitles, neglecting listening concentration.

Based on this observation, we would like to propose a hy-
pothesis that presenting only important words should be more
helpful for ESL learners to better understand English audio
than showing the whole script. In order to test and support
this hypothesis, we have designed a system called Flash Word,
which generates a shortened subtitle by detecting keywords in
the English audio.

LISTENING SUPPORT WITH SKIMMED SUBTITLING
Figure 1 shows the comparison of typical English listening
training titles with the full subtitle (above) and the skimmed
one (below). As shown in this figure, the full subtitle ver-
sion might pose to much attention to the listeners for reading
the whole sentence, while the skimmed version the listener
can concentrate on audio and glancing the keywords. These
skimmed words synchronously appear on the screen with the
audio, so that the listener can promptly know the important
word even when the listener missed it.



Figure 2. An example of subtitle skimming

Flash Word can be designed either for pre-subtitling with
scripts or for real-time subtitling without scripts.

Pre-subtitling with scripts
When an English audio has its script, Flash Word prepares a
shortened subtitle beforehand. In order to shorten the subtitle,
the present system plans to utilize three methods of detect-
ing important words in the context; it quantifies each word’s
importance (1) by tf-idf (term frequency - inverse document
frequency) formula [5], (2) by the recurrent neural network
(RNN) and (3) by using TextRank[7], an algorithm which
quantifies each word’s significance based on the context. With
(2) the RNN method, the system predicts what the next word
would be considering the context. We assume that a word is
more important if it is not predicted, and quantify the impor-
tance based on the prediction.

To correctly synchronize speech with the subtitle, the system
also provides an alignment mechanism for detecting word
pronunciation timing based on the given audio and its corre-
sponding script. To do this, we use a technique developed for
our previous system [8]. The system first applies a speech
recognition over the audio file using Julius [6]. As the Julius
system provides a time point of each recognized word, this
information can be used for the alignment. Then, the compares
the script with recognized text and correct miss-recognitions.
Finally, we get the correct time point of each word in the
script.

Real-time subtitling without scripts
We also consider a real-time version, where no script is avail-
able as the source of subtitle. In this case, the system solely
relies on the speech recognition and keyword skimming is
also incrementally applied. We are planning to use the Google
Cloud Speech API [4] that provides a function where the rec-
ognized word sequence can be available before the pronounced
sentence ends.

With this real-time version, there is a slight delay between
text captioning and the word utterance, even with the real-
time speech recognition. In this case, a listener might miss
an important word and the subtitle of the corresponding word
appears after some delay. Thus the listener might have a cogni-
tive load for integrating these two events. We are planning to
investigate this issue more closely to reveal the effect caused
by the delay.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have developed a pre-subtitling prototype of Flash Word.
The prototype system calculates words’ importance with tf-idf
method only without the RNN method. Flashing keywords
is not automated yet and applied manually to the video. We
have not conducted any formal experiments yet, but so far the
casual feedback from those who used the prototype has been
positive. Currently we are working on implementing features
on the prototype.

Other than ESL students support, we also consider this system
would be beneficial to senior people who tend to miss the spo-
ken words even in their own language. Instead of showing full
subtitles, our skimmed version can be used as an alternative
text captioning support for TV broadcasting.

CONCLUSION
We introduced Flash Word, which enables ESL students to
better understand English audio. Pre-subtitling and real-time
subtitling involves different technologies, and the user experi-
ence would also be different. We are planning to develop both
of them and conduct experiments to see which version of the
system helps ESL students’ listening comprehension.
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